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 ABSTRACT: Lot of work is going on in the field of the sketch to image conversion using Deep Convolutional Neural 
Network. In this paper we have successfully created an application which provide the way for forensic researchers so 
they can upload a sketch and get the colorful image of that photo we have also successfully implemented an algorithm 
using Convolutional Neural Network which provides the most matching image of the culprit which matches with more 
accuracy. This application provide a face-recognition algorithm Using KNN that provides security for the use of 
application and database. This application is useful in many from face creation from a sketch to face recognition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the world of forensics, forensic labs gets the sketches of potential culprits which are the grayscale  images those 

can be hard to use in face recognition algorithm due to lack of images features in the images. By this algorithm we can 
convert the sketch in to images which then can be used for features extraction and those features can be used for face 
recognition on the dataset we have available of culprits and give the closest matching image. This algorithm is developed 
by the  Rejin Joy* Electrical and Computer Engineering University of  Florida  Rishabh Singh* Electrical and Computer 
Engineering University of  Florida. This algorithm uses the Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for the converting the  
grayscale image into the colorful images which highlight the Image features. 

The aim of the application we have created is to provide an end to end process for converting grayscale images into 
colorful images. The Idea behind creating this application is to provide the method for conversion which can also be 
done by the person with no knowledge of the programing. We have also provided the security using the face lock system 
that is the most efficient way to stop any intruder to use the application or to access the database of application. The 
further process in the application is that it provides a face recognition feature also which takes the image and search with 
that image in the dataset. 

A. Convolutional 

While programming with a Convolutional Neural Network, the input given is a array(tensor) with shape (number of 
images) x (image width) x (image height) x (image depth). Then after passing through a convolutional layer, array 
becomes abstracted to a feature map, with shape (number of images) x (feature map width) x (feature map height) x 
(feature map channels). A convolutional layer within a neural network must have these following attributes: 

•  Convolutional kernels are defined by width and height. 

• The number of input channels. 
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• The number of output channels. 

• The depth of the Convolution filter (the input channels) must be equal to the number of channels (depth) of the 
input feature map. 

• Activation Function 

B. Weights 

    Each neuron during a neural network computes an output value by applying a selected function to the input values 
coming from the receptive field within the previous layer. The function that's applied to the input values is decided by a 
vector of weights and a bias (typically real numbers). Learning, during a neural network, progresses by making iterative 
adjustments to those biases and weights. The vector of weights and thus the bias are called filters and represent 
particular features of the input (e.g., a specific shape). 

C. Activation Functions 

 Activation layers apply a non-linear operation to the output of the opposite layers like convolutional layers or dense 
layers. 
• ReLu Activation: ReLu or Rectified linear measure computes 
the function $f(x)=max(0,x) to threshold point when the activation is 0. 
• Linear Activation: It works as a linear regression output, It calculates the output using the linear parameters as in 
Linera Regrssion. 

D. Optimizer 

• Adam (Adaptive moment estimation): is an update to RMSProp optimizer in which the running average of both the 
gradients and their magnitude is used. In practice Adam is currently recommended as the default algorithm to use, and 
often works slightly better than RMSProp. In this implementation Adam also shows general high accuracy. We've used 
Adam in this implementation because we were using the mean square error as metric and Adam optimizer works well 
with the mean square error. 

E. K Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 

It is a supervised Machine Learning algorithm which is used for the classification it calculates the Euclidean Distance 
between two features and classifies or label the object to the label of most nearest neighbors Labels. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. DCNN 

A Deep Convolutional Neural Networks is the neural network used for complex calculations. In our project we use 
the DCNN to convert the numpy array of the grayscale image into the numpy array of the colored image which involves 
the heavy matrix calculation done through the network. In input layer we provide the matrix or numpy we have created 
our training sketches images the weights are randomly initialized and learning rate is set, we have used the means square 
error to find the difference between output we want and output we have. The Neural Network Performs Linear 
calculation on the array and produces a output array in feed forward process that we used to calculate the error between 
the Expected and real output this error and learning rate then used for backward propagation to update the weights of the 
Neural Network to minimize this error this process is repeated for 10 epochs and sample each image we have total of 
72000 images, finally we stop for the minimum error high accuracy in our output we have got. This a Regression 
Problem.  

 Network Architecture 

     A 9-layered network is used for the generation of the colorful image. The following layers are used in the 
Convolutional Network we have designed. 
Found 72526 images for training input. 
Found 72516 images for training output . 
Optimizer:”Adam” 
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Layer (type)               Shape   
input_data (shape=[None, 100, 100, 3], 

name='input') 
conv2d (Conv2D)        (convnet, 32, 5, activation='relu')      
conv2d (Conv2D) (convnet, 64, 5, activation='relu')      
conv2d (Conv2D)        (convnet, 128, 5, activation='relu') 
conv2d (Conv2D)  (convnet, 128, 5, activation='relu') 
conv2d (Conv2D)        (convnet, 64, 5, activation='relu')       
conv2d (Conv2D) (convnet, 32, 5, activation='relu')    
dropout (convnet, 0.8) 
conv2d (Conv2D)        (convnet,3, 5, activation='linear') 

 
 
Layers: 
• Convolution: Convolutional layers convolve around the image to detect edges, lines, blobs  
of colors and other visual elements. Convolutional layers hyper parameters are the number 
of filters, filter size, stride, padding and activation functions for introducing non-linearity. 
 

B. Face Classification and Search 

We have built searching algorithm using Convolutional Neural Network which takes the generated image and search 
for same face in the available data set and return the information about that person. For this we have collected the 
photos of person and create a dataset  with folder named with people name and then use that data set to train 
convolutional neural network for classifying the faces of the peoples. It is a classification network so we use the loss 
metric categorical_crossentropy  which provides the same process for back propagation and weights updating and then 
it assign prper weights for this we have just used the keras model predefined network with our hyper parameters. We 
save the created model and can update it on new entry every time if the new person is arrived or entered in the database 
the model can be updated, form previous model using transfer learning it will increase the accuracy.  
We only had one image of a person so trained it over more number of epochs. 

 Network Architecture 

 
 In this method we are using Dense Arch Network architecture with n_classes 
Model: " DenseArchs(n_classes)" 
Found 72526 images belonging to 72526 classes. 
 

C. Face Recognition 

For the security purpose we have added a face lock before loging in into the system. We have used K nearest 
neighbor algorithm for face recognition purpose in the start we just stored the images of the peoples which we want add 
as the admin or trusted person. The algorithm then converts those images into the numpy array and save them as .npy 
files, so when someone tries to login in the application it clicks the picture of the person converts it into the numpy 
array and run the K Nearest Neighbor algorithm and if the distance between saved numpy array and the new generated 
numpy array is less than the threshold we have set it will allow the user to pass through the security if the face 
recognition is not working well due to some problem you can try the old school login from database method. 

In the login through database we use mysql databse and SQL is used for the identification and verification using the 
entries in database.  
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Dataset Creation For Training 

In order to use the dataset we needed we used the Celebrity Dataset from the Kaggle it contains almost 200000 
images of the celebrity faces. We have done preprocessing on the dataset and created the dataset we need for the 
training of the Deep Convolutional Network. We have  just used 72526 images from that. 

The Steps for the data preprocessing are as follows. 
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1. Cropping the face from the images: 
The images we have are all of the different sizes and have other body parts included to remove those 
clutters from the image and convert them into equal sizes we use harcascadefrontalface.xml to extract 
faces from image and resize them into 100*100 and save them in the folder called crop. 

2. Converting Images into the sketches: 
To train a neural network we need the crop sketches for that we used grayscale manipulation for the we 
read the images from crop folder and inverted them into grayscale from color images then remove blur  
from image using GaussianBlur then use cv2,divide function for final conversion and save those images 
into folder call sketches. 

3. Converting images into training ray or extracting features: 
To convert those into arrays we first read the array the images using cv2.imread and convert them into 
numpy array one by one then we add those arrays in our matrix for the training purpose and save it as a 
numpy array as .npy file for the further use in the model training. 
We do this process for folders we have created in previous step first is in the images in crop which are our 
output array. And then same process for the images in sketches folders which are our input given in the 
input layer. 

And finally after preprocessing we save those numpy arrays. 

B. DCNN 

While training the Deep Convolutional Neural Network we pass the both numpy arrays we have saved after data 
preprocessing. One array is used as the training input and another array is the training output. Then we split it into 
training and validation. we set batch size is equal to 64 and the image shape is defined as 100x100. 
We the start building our neural network. 
For model purpose we used tflrearn  conv2d with 9 layers. 

Layer1: Input layer Conv2D with activation function RELU with input shape = (100, 100, 3). 
Layer2: It is a Conv2D with activation function RELU with shape = (convnet, 32, 5, activation='relu'). 
Layer3:A Conv2D with activation function  RELU with shape = (convnet, 64, 5, activation='relu'). 
Layer4: It is Conv2D with activation function  RELU with shape = (convnet, 128, 5, activation='relu') . 
Layer5: It is a convolutional layer Conv2D with activation function RELU with shape = (convnet, 128, 5, 
activation='relu'). 
Layer6: It is a Conv2D with activation function RELU with shape = (convnet, 64, 5, activation='relu'). 
Layer7:It is a Conv2D with activation function RELU with shape = (convnet, 32, 5, activation='relu'). 
Layer8:It is a Dropout prameters set as dropout(convnet, 0.8). 
Layer9:It is a Conv2D with activation function Linear conv_2d(convnet,3, 5, activation='linear'). 
 

Then we passed the network to the Regression model with optimizer set as adam learning_rate=0.00054 and loss set as 
mean_square and name=targets. We built a DNN model fo tflearn by passing all the values and then train that model 
over the input we have provided earlier for number of epochs  as 10 and saved the model as sketch for the use in the 
next module. 

 

C. Face Classification and Search 

While building the model for the face recognition classification and searching we directly treated the problem as a 
classification problem with multiple classes for which we created different folders for person images and put those 
images into the folders then by the default structure of the folder keras cnn model name the image labels. It reads the 
images from the folders with labels named as the folder names and convert them into the numpy array with size 
160*160*3. Then we split those arrays in training and test data set. 
We now create model network using DenseArchs(n_classes) where n_classes are equal to number of persons we have 
in data set. We them compile the model using keras.fit  with loss set as cross  entropy loss cause we are dealing with 
classifying problem and then we train it over number of epochs equal to 6 and save model for the future prediction.  
 

D. Face Recognition  

For security purpose we have added this feature. For this we use K nearest neighbor first we add the images of the 
person we want to add as admin or authorized person and label it as the persons name then our program take that image 
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extract the features of the image like lips positions chick bones nose position and save all the features as the labeled 
named by you. 
So whenever someone tries to login we use open cv to capture the frame we extract the features from that frame also 
and compare them to the features we have we use the K nearest  neighbor to find the distance between the features we 
have and feature we have extracted live then we use that distance to assign the person if he is in the authorized persons 
list or not the threshold for the matching is set very high to increase the precision of our classifier and decrease the 
recall. 
The precision provide the power to not wrongly classify it helps the classifier to always classify if it is that person for 
real and not to classify if it is not that person. 
  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. DCNN 

After completion of 10 epochs Accuracy and loss recorded for Training and Validation are as follows. 

Training Step: 11339  | total loss: 1143.77698 | time: 375.252s 

| Adam | epoch: 010 | loss: 1143.77698 - acc: 0.633 -- iter: 72512/72526 

Training Step: 11340  | total loss: 1135.71045 | time: 444.442s 

| Adam | epoch: 010 | loss: 1135.71045 - acc: 0.626 | val_loss: 1083.86912 - val_acc: 0.743 -- iter: 72526/72526 

B. Face Classification and Search 

After completion of 6 epochs Accuracy and loss recorded for Training and Validation are as follows. 

Training: Accuracy=0.7678 Loss=0.6529 Validation: Accuracy=0.5678 Loss=0.4529 

 

C. Working of whole Application 

       
 

 Fig1:-Face Recognition Page    Fig2:-Home Page 
 
Face Recognition successfully done as described above 
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 Fig3:-Image Uploading      Fig4:-Image Uploading 
 
Using the file dialog. Ask open filename function in tinkter we can choose the file from the local disk instead of 
uploading or giving through an argument cause the user might not always know the python and know how to run so we 
use this UI to make file choosing easy for the user 
 

 
Fig5:-Result 
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Fig6:-Result 

 
The final Images we have got are clear and show all the features of human face. 

V. CONCLUSION AND  FUTURE SCOPE 

A. Conclusion 

After implementation of both DCNN for image generation and training a neural network for face classification and 
KNN face lock and face recognition we can conclude that we have successfully built the Application for the grayscale 
imagei into colorful images for feature extraction and finding the face with same features in the dataset.  

B. Future Scope 

This application can be used in the Forensic Lab for the face recognition from the sketches.The Accuracy of the model 
can be increased by training it on GPU due to low computational power we were not able to achieve more accuracy and 
after changing some hypermeters it can also be achivied.   
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